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Puzzles
(1) Why persistence of org arrangements across fields?
Why so much homogeneity of practices and
arrangements in labor market, schools, states, firms
and corporations?
((2)) Whyy persistence
p
of “suboptimal”
p
orgg arrangements?
g
(3) Why persistence of formality long after it outlives its
usefulness? Why persistence of rules when they are
not followed?
–
–
–

Boards of directors
Diversity training (this is different from commitment to
diversity per se)
Government “reinvention” and “reorganization”

Recent Study (Dobbin et al 2006)
All sorts of efforts to increase diversity in
workforce (gender, racial) over the past 30 years.
Which have worked?
–
–
–
–

Establish a position or a committee
Diversity training (change individual beliefs)
Set up a plan
Establish networking and mentoring opportunities

Kalev, Alexandra, Frank Dobbin, and Erin Kelly. "Best Practices or Best Guesses? Diversity
Management and the Remediation of Inequality." American Sociological Review. 71: 589-917.
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Cultural Organization Theory
KEY: Not a focus on organizational culture per se,
but an understanding of orgs through lenses of
cultural analysis (Paul DiMaggio & Walter
Powell, 12)
Basic Q: What is institutionalized about
organizations? “Not norms and values, but
taken-for-granted scripts, rules, and
classifications are the stuff of which institutions
are made” (DiMaggio & Powell, p. 15).
Source: DiMaggio, Paul J. and Walter W. Powell. 1991. “Introduction,” Pp. 1–38 in The
New Institutionalism in Organizational Analysis, edited by Walter W. Powell and Paul J.
DiMaggio. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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Points of Divergence
with other Theories
(1) Are org features designed, or do they evolve through
(conscious and unconscious) recombination?
(2) Institutions = conventions?
(3) Do individuals
d v dua s cchoose
oose freely
ee y among
a o g org
o g and
a d inst
st
forms?
(4) Sunk costs “are cognitive” [DiM&P, 11]
(5) Org change not incremental, but “episodic and
dramatic.” [Mirrors behavioral account.]

Elements of Cultural Theory
Culture: Not a World View or set of attitudes (or
philosophy), but a “tool kit” (Swidler).
Tool kit is used strategically, but the tools to define and
pursue ends varyy across cultural settings,
p
g limitingg
agendas and action.
Rule Following: Act “as if” optimizing, but in fact
following rules and scripts.
Less a way of thinking, more a way of seeing.

Culture and “Maximization”
Cultural theories not necessarily inconsistent with “rational”
behavior.
– Bureaucratic ORGs might “maximize” legitimacy and reputation.
– Or, legitimacy and reputation might affect bureaucratic ORGs through
non-rational mechanisms
•
•
•
•

identity
defining preferences and goals
cognition
interpretation
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Meyer and Rowan
“Institutionalized Organizations: Formal Structure as
Myth and Ceremony.”
To maintain
a ta ce
ceremonial
e o a conformity,
co o ty, organizations
o ga at o s that
t at
“To
reflect institutional rules tend to buffer their formal
structures from the uncertainties of technical activities
by becoming loosely coupled, building gaps between
their formal structures and actual work activities.” (41)

Meyer and Rowan
“…the formal structures of many organizations in postindustrial society dramatically reflect the myths of their
institutional environments instead of the demands of
their work activities” (DiM&P, 41)
“Sharp
Sharp distinction”
distinction made between formal structure and
day-to-day work activities. Peter Blau, Dynamics of
Bureaucracy; Alltagsgeschichte.
Problem: Orgs don’t often function according to their
blueprints.

Meyer & Rowan
Examples:
(1) Discipline of psychology creates rationalized personnel
selection (interview, personality test). Personnel professionals;
“human resources,” etc.
((2)) R&D departments
p
(3) “As the issues of safety and environmental pollution arise, and
as relevant professions and programs become institutionalized
in laws, union ideologies, and public opinion, organizations
incorporate these programs and professions.”
(4) Business-based models of government: “citizens as
customers,” emphasis on “human capital.”
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Examples in Our Midst?
Economic and work organizations?
Educational organizations?
Religious organizations?
Athletic and leisure organizations?
Health organizations?

Meyer & Rowan: Propositions
1. As rationalized institutional rules arise in given
domains of work activity, formal organizations
form and expand by incorporating these rules
as structural elements
elements.
Notion of rationalized: Appearance of rationality is
important for legitimacy, but it’s legitimacy
that’s driving the process.

Meyer & Rowan: Propositions
2. More modernization, more extended the rationalized
inst structure in given domains and greater # of
domains containing rationalized institutions.
Weber: Bureaucracy dominates b/c of efficiency
TC Theory: Bureaucracy dominates b/c it minimizes
transaction costs via internalization
Cultural Theory: Bureaucracy dominates b/c it is seen as
more legitimate, and with “proliferation of rationalized
myths” (DiM&P, 47)
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Meyer & Rowan: Propositions
3. Organizations that incorporate societally
legitimated rationalized elements in their formal
structures maximize their legitimacy and increase
their resources and survival capabilities.
capabilities
KEY here is the survival, resources and legitimacy
imperative. Orgs have focuses different from
profit-max or rent-seek.

Meyer & Rowan: Propositions
4. DECOUPLING: Because attempts to control
and coordinate activities in institutionalized
organizations lead to conflicts and loss of
legitimacy, elements of structure are decoupled
from activities and from each other.
Activities performed “beyond the purview” of
managers
Goals are made “ambiguous or vacuous.”
Data on technical performance rendered invisible
Inspection and evaluation are ceremonialized.

Meyer & Rowan: Propositions
5. The more an org’s structure is derived
from institutionalized myths, the more it
maintains elaborate displays of
confidence, satisfaction, and good faith,
internally and externally.
6. Institutionalized orgs seek to minimize
inspection and evaluation by both internal
managers and external constituents.
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Mary Douglas,
Institutional/Organizational Cognition
“why have wines suddenly changed their labels?
Customers now select their wine by the varietal
name of the grape. Is this anyone’s real choice?
Did any one restaurateur take the decision no
more to offer for sale Bordeaux, Burgundy, Loire
or Rhine wines, St. Emilion or Sauterne? What
does it mean for the theory of classification that
customers are now asking for Zinfandel, Gamay,
or Suvignon, even though [all] the wine may hail
from Bordeaux?” [102]

Mary Douglas,
Institutional/Organizational Cognition
The answer: California.
Markets classified not by region but by grape.
Q, then: Why is there not a sharpter differentiation
btw Napa and Sonoma valley wines?

REPUTATION-SEEKING
BUREAUCRACIES
General concern: How to specify the goals, the motivations, the
“maximands,” of bureaucrats and bureaucracies?
(1) Reputation is agency asset
(2) Esteem is highly valued by professionals and technicians
(3) Proximity:
P i i Reputation
R
i iis the
h proximate
i
goal,l s.t. (ex
( post or
current) income, budget, policymaking autonomy, discretion,
turf all depend on it.
(4) Multiple audiences (public, organized interests, clients,
technical/professional)
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What is a Bureaucratic Reputation?
•
•

•

Organizational reputations assign roles.
Organizational reputations assign or attribute a
unity (“identity”) to structures, that may
y,
contain considerable dissimilitude,, disarray,
disorganization. They create fiction of unity.
Organizational reputations differentiate. Why
are Marines diff from Army, Navy, etc?

REPUTATION-SEEKING
BUREAUCRACIES
Predictions: (1) hi-rep agencies receive more discretion,
enjoy more autonomy
(2) Agencies avoid visible errors, see many decisions as
irreversible
(3) “N-of-1” argumentation: reputations often consist in
stories (Henry Ford, thalidomide)
(4) Dovetails with Meyer-Rowan emphasis on ceremonial
and symbolic role of formal structure

Extra Slides, in Case There’s Time
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Zucker’s Experiment
Use underlying “objective condition” – light
moving against a wall – and manipulate
“subjectives” (instructions).
Meas re degree of persistence of “error”
Measure
error across
experimenters.
Three experimental conditions (equally sized):
personal influence, organizational, office (with
titles, quasi-Weberian).

Zucker:
Personal Influence Condition

Zucker:
Organization Condition
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Zucker: Office Condition

Zucker: Institutionalization
and Cultural Persistence

Zucker: Institutionalization
and Cultural Persistence
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Zucker: Institutionalization
and Cultural Persistence

Zucker: Institutionalization
and Cultural Persistence
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